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a b s t r a c t

The current study focuses on the effect of chemical coating on the acoustic emission (AE) characteristics
monitored during the fracture process in steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC). Different shapes of chem-
ically treated and un-treated steel fibers are used to create specimens which are subjected to four point
bending up to failure. Sensitive AE indices demonstrate that the coating gives distinct characteristics to
the interface bonding between the fiber and the concrete matrix, which are evident mainly during the
pull-out stage, after the moment of macroscopic crack formation. Specifically, AE average frequency
and RA value, which defines the rising angle of the waveforms indicate that coating results in extensive
matrix cracking in addition to the friction between fiber and concrete which characterizes the uncoated
fibers. AE analysis can be used for interpretation of the fracturing stage and characterization of the frac-
ture mode. It is shown that the surface conditioning of the fibers leaves a clear fingerprint on the AE sig-
nals, shedding light into the processes that occur during failure in SFRC.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Concrete is characterized by some unique properties that make
it the most common construction material worldwide such as its
low cost, easiness of forming and high compressive strength. How-
ever, it exhibits low performance when subjected to tensile loads
while its behavior is quite brittle. The traditional way to deal with
the problem is the inclusion of reinforcement in the form of steel
bars or more recently in the form of steel fibers. Although the com-
pressive strength of fiber reinforced concrete is not reported to sig-
nificantly increase, the material is characterized by higher tensile
strength and significantly improved post-peak behavior and specif-
ically toughness [1,2]. A fiber in the path of a propagating crack
bridges the crack opening and resists further crack growth by dis-
sipating energy during pull-out [3]. Different types of fibers have
been used in concrete structures and pavements subjected to hea-
vy dynamic loads. Fibers, contribute to improving concrete tensile
and flexural strength, fatigue life, ductility, surface skin resistance
to seawater wetting–drying cycles as well as to delaying concrete
cracking due to alkali-aggregate reaction [4–8]. Fibers are also used
in reinforcing concrete with corroding steel in order to maintain
steel bond to concrete, and at the same time, reduce the resulting
concrete cracking [9,10]. Straight steel fibers improve the bond be-
tween concrete and reinforcement in structural joints [11], while
SFRC exhibits improved resistance to jet-induced spalling during

vertical take-off of aircrafts [12] and improves the torsional behav-
ior of concrete beams with or without conventional reinforcement
[13].

However, the bonding between the fiber and the matrix may
pose a severe limitation to the effective use of the fibers in high
performance cementitious materials. Enhancing interface bond
properties is especially important for high strength steel fibers
which are commercially available as concrete reinforcement. The
stress transfer efficiency, between these fibers and the matrix is
a prerequisite to improve the properties of reinforced concrete
[14], as well as to prevent premature debonding due to the internal
stresses caused by the shrinkage of the matrix [15]. The major
mechanisms that promote interfacial bond between concrete and
steel are friction, mechanical anchorage and chemical adhesion in-
duced by the application of fiber coating [11]. Different kinds of
modifications have been attempted to improve the interfacial
strength between reinforcement and matrix. Among those are
chemical coating to instigate bonding [16] and mechanical pro-
cessing (surface machining or surface sanding) of the reinforcing
phase in order to achieve better contact between the constituent
materials [17].

The fracture process in a material as complicated as SFRC in-
cludes different failure mechanisms, which concern plain concrete
[18] (cracking, detachment of aggregates, aggregate crushing), the
fibers, (plastic deformation and rupture), and the interface (deb-
onding or friction) [3]. In addition, little is known of the chemical
bond between the steel fibers and the cement matrix, as the stress
transfer is mostly attributed to frictional shear stresses [15].
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In order to shed light to the complicated damage mechanics of
this material, the acoustic emission technique has been used
[19–22]. AE allows the passive observation of crack growth utiliz-
ing transducers placed on the surface of the material. These trans-
ducers record the transient response after any crack propagation
incidence and convert it into an electric waveform [23], see
Fig. 1. Each ‘‘cracking event’’ leads to elastic waves which are
captured by the different sensors as ‘‘hits’’. Apart from the deter-
ministic information that can be drawn about the location of the
cracks and the cumulative activity, signal-based AE allows for more
detailed fracture evaluations [24]. The features that have been
extensively studied in relation to the fracture process are the aver-
age frequency, AF, which is the number of threshold crossings
(‘‘counts’’ in AE terminology, roughly equal to the wave oscilla-
tions) over the duration of each signal, measured in kHz, and the
RA value which is the rise time over the maximum amplitude of
the waveform, measured in ls/V (see Fig. 1). Rise time is the delay
between the onset (first threshold crossing) and the highest peak
of the waveform. The different types of failure processes, lead to
wave emissions with distinct characteristics enabling the classifi-
cation of cracks as to their mode [25,26]. Briefly, it can be stated
that tensile mode of cracks, leads to emissions with higher fre-
quency content as well as higher rise angle [27,28], as is schemat-
ically depicted in the bottom of Fig. 1. Shear types of failure such as
delaminations, or fiber pull-out have been shown to produce sig-
nals with increased duration and lower frequency for concrete or
other materials [27–30]. This is related to the elastic wave modes
excited by the relative motion of the crack sides, which is different
for each cracking mode [31] (motion perpendicular to the sides of
the crack for mode I-tensile and parallel but opposite direction for
mode II-shear), see again Fig. 1.

In the present study, SFRC beams are tested in four-point
bending with concurrent monitoring of their AE activity. Three
types of fibers were used, namely straight, with hooked ends
and undulated (wavy), all with and without chemical coating
in order to assess the effect of the chemical bonding on the
acoustic emission (AE) characteristics. AE was monitored during
the fracture process in steel fiber reinforced concrete for inter-
pretation of the fracturing stage and fracture mode. This is, to
the authors’ knowledge the first reported study of AE on SFRC
with chemically coated fibers. This study shows that detailed
analysis of AE indices related to the acoustic waveform shape,
provides much more sensitive information regarding the actual

material failure process due to active damage mechanisms than
quantitative parameters such as the cumulative AE activity.
Although these damage mechanisms (friction, cracking) relate di-
rectly to the macroscopically measured mechanical properties,
their interaction may mask the individual contribution of each
distinct mechanism. However, the possibility to distinguish be-
tween them based on their acoustic imprint is a valuable tool to-
wards the tailoring of the properties of the constituent phases
for optimum performance.

2. Experimental details

Six different concrete mixtures were produced in total, with con-
stant mixture proportions. The aggregates consisted of 25% coarse
aggregates with maximum aggregate size 10 mm, and 75% crushed
sand, while water/cement ratio was 0.50 by mass. The density and
the water absorption of the sand were 2500 kg/m3 and 2.44% respec-
tively and of the coarse aggregate 2610 kg/m3 and 1.05% respec-
tively. The fiber content in concrete was 1% by volume, while three
different shapes of the fibers were used, namely straight with aspect
ratio (AR, length to diameter) 25 mm/0.4 mm = 63, undulated with
AR = 30 mm/0.7 mm = 43 and fibers with hooked ends and AR again
30 mm/0.7 mm = 43. Specimens with coated and uncoated fibers
were produced with a population of four specimens each. The chem-
ical coating used to treat the surface of the fibers was a zinc phos-
phate (ZnPh) conversion coating introduced by Sugama et al. [16].
The formulation for the coating liquid was 0.46 wt.% zinc orthophos-
phate dihydrate, 0.91 wt.% 85% H3PO4, and 98.63 wt.% water [16].

The specimens were cured in water saturated with calcium
hydroxide at 23 ± 2 �C for 28 days prior to testing. The specimens
subjected to four-point bending were 100 � 100 � 400 mm in size
with bottom and top spans 300 mm and 100 mm respectively
(Fig. 2a). The displacement rate was 0.08 mm/min and the maxi-
mum mid span deflection was 2 mm according to ASTM C1609/C
1609 M-05. Details on the mechanical testing can be found in [6].
As to AE monitoring, two AE broadband sensors (Pico, PAC) were
attached to the bottom tensile side of the specimen (Fig. 2b). Roller
bearing grease was used for acoustic coupling, while the sensors
were secured by the use of tape during the experiment. The signals
were recorded in a two-channel monitoring board PCI-2, PAC with
a sampling rate of 5 MHz, while in a previous study resonant sen-
sors were used [29].
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Fig. 1. AE sources and typical corresponding waveforms.
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3. Results

The cumulative AE behavior does not always exhibit distinct
trends for the different types of specimens. Examples of the cumu-
lative activity for four specimens are shown below along with their
load–time history. Fig. 3a shows the cumulative activity for
straight fibers and Fig. 3b for hooked fibers with and without coat-
ing. For all specimens, acquisition of AE starts shortly after load
application. The AE hit line increases almost vertically at the mo-
ment of main fracture (marked by an arrow) which is followed
by a clear drop of load for each case. Though not consistent for
all the specimens tested, specimens with coated fibers exhibited
increased AE activity. However, consistent differences are exhib-
ited in qualitative parameters of AE presented below.

3.1. Straight fibers

Fig. 4a shows the average frequency, AF for the specimens pre-
sented in Fig. 3a. AF is presented as moving average of the recent
50 points in order to show the trend more clearly. AF starts at an
average of approximately 400–500 kHz for both coated and
uncoated specimens with some fluctuations. These hits are due
to micro-cracking of the matrix since there is no evident macro-
crack or any drop of load. At the moment of main fracture, there
is a severe drop of the AF line (indicated by arrows), which for
the case of uncoated fibers is more prominent (from 420 kHz to
100 kHz). After the main fracture event, the behavior is different
for the two types of specimens, since for the coated, the AF in-
creases gradually to the pre-peak levels of 400 kHz while the AF
of the uncoated remains at lower levels, while both exhibit notable
fluctuations.

Considerable differences are also observed for the RA value of
specimens with straight coated and uncoated fibers (Fig. 4b).

Initially for both coated and uncoated specimens RA lies below
500 ls/V. At the moment of fracture both lines exhibit sharp peaks
which are the result of numerous hits with RA higher than the pre-
vious population. Thereafter the RA line of the uncoated follows a
fluctuating but increasing trend up to 2000 ls/V, while the RA line
of the coated remains at approximately 500 ls/V.

This behavior shows the transition from early matrix cracking
to macro-cracking and pull-out, as will be discussed in a follow-
ing section and it is consistent for all four specimens of each
mixture. Another example of the same composition is shown
in Figs. 4c and d concerning comparison of the AE indices be-
tween coated and uncoated straight fiber specimens. Again at
the moment of fracture both specimens exhibit sharp drops in
AF and peaks in RA value. After the main fracture incidence
the uncoated clearly exhibits lower AF and higher RA lines until
the end of the experiment.

3.2. Undulated and hooked fibers

Similar though not identical are the results obtained for speci-
mens with undulated fibers. In this case, apart from the friction,
mechanical interlocking is also active between fibers and matrix
due to the geometry of the fibers. Fig. 5 shows the behavior of
two specimens with undulated fibers as to their AF and RA. The ba-
sic trends remain the same with coated fiber specimens exhibiting
higher frequency than the uncoated, especially after the main frac-
ture. This shows that except pullout, matrix cracking is still active
for coated specimens, which is confirmed by the lower RA that they
exhibit. Fig. 6 shows the results for SFRC with hooked-end fibers.
The trends are clearer than those obtained from the undulated fi-
bers showing the distinct behavior of coated and uncoated fibers
both in terms of AF and RA.
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Fig. 2. (a) Representation of bending experiment. (b) Bottom surface of SFRC beam during bending with AE sensors attached.

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Cumulative acoustic emission and load history for typical SFRC with (a) straight and (b) hooked fibers.
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4. Discussion

It is interesting to discuss the above mentioned trends in re-
spect to the corresponding fracture types. During the pre-peak
stage AE activity can be attributed to matrix micro-cracking which
is the only active mechanism. At the moment of main fracture,
extensive matrix cracking and fiber pull-out occurs. After the main

crack formation numerous pull-out events dominate the failure
process. Since pull-out resembles fracture mode II it results in low-
er AF and higher RA than the matrix cracking stage. However, this
behavior is much more evident for the uncoated specimens. In the
case of uncoated fibers after primary fracture, the characteristics of
AE activity imply mode II failure or pure friction between fibers
and matrix. On the other hand, for the coated fibers, the higher

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

Fig. 4. (a and c) Average frequency, (b and d) RA history for typical SFRC specimens with straight fibers.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. (a and c) Average frequency (b and d) RA history for typical SFRC specimens with undulated fibers.
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value of AF and lower RA imply that the coating is active and re-
sults in mode mixity, due to the better bond between fibers and
concrete which deflects the crack propagation from the interface
into the concrete matrix. In other words, when a coated fiber is
loaded, clear interfacial failure leading to fiber pull-out is not the
only possibility as cracks may propagate into the concrete matrix.
This is the reason that AE characteristics show systematic differ-
ences between coated and uncoated fiber specimens, behavior
which of course is more evident at the post-peak region where
interfacial failure mechanisms at the fiber-concrete interface be-
come active and contribute to the load redistribution.

Due to the complexity of the failure process in SFRC, the results
are discussed in groups in relation to the fracture stage in order to
examine their overall trend rather than focus on specific acoustic
signals. The importance lies on the comparison between different
types of materials and the study of the fracture processes occurring
simultaneously with the AE trends. Fig. 7 depicts the AF as an

average of all four specimens of each type of SFRC tested in bending
for the different fracture stages (before, during and after main frac-
ture). The first and global remark is the severe drop of frequency
during the formation of the main crack. At the initial micro-cracking
stage the frequency of the signals is, for any type of SFRC above
350 kHz, while the effect of coating is not consistent. During the
macro-crack formation, which lasts for approximately 1 s and is
accompanied by a number of more or less 100 AE hits, AF drops to
less than 200 kHz. This trend is global for all mixtures, resulting
from the contribution of pull-out from this moment on and shows
the ability of AE to capture details related to the actual fracture pro-
cess. This shows that by monitoring AE activity of a structure it is
possible to characterize the fracture stage, based on specific AE indi-
ces that are measured nondestructively. Furthermore, what is of
great significance for this study is that after the main fracture, the
uncoated fiber specimens exhibit clearly lower AF than the coated
ones. The difference is more prominent for the straight fibers were
AF of the uncoated fiber specimens is less than 50% of the coated
(151 kHz compared to 347 kHz). Equally evident is the difference
for the hooked fibers specimens (258 kHz compared to 450 kHz),
while the wavy fibers exhibit the lowest difference (311 kHz and
400 kHz for uncoated and coated respectively).

Fig. 8 shows the corresponding trend of the RA value. Initially
all different mixtures exhibit relatively low values. At the moment
of main fracture RA rises by 10 or even 20 times, a trend reasonably
explained by the severe processes including fiber pull-out which
are developing at that time. Later there is a distinct difference con-
cerning the chemical coating, with the uncoated fibers exhibiting
higher values than coated. Again the straight fibers exhibit the
largest discrepancy in RA at the pull-out stage (2054 ls/V for un-
coated and 611 ls/V for coated), while the undulated exhibit the
smallest discrepancy (719 ls/V for uncoated and 541 ls/V for
coated). This is consistent with the results of AF, showing that
the shape characteristics of the fibers, exercise similar influence
on the different AE parameters during fracture. Additionally it is
also reasonable that chemical coating is more important for
straight fibers since their shape does not allow any mechanical

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. (a and c) Average frequency (b and d) RA history for typical SFRC specimens with hooked fibers.

Fig. 7. Average frequency of SFRC with different fibers and surface conditioning.
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interlocking. Therefore, the difference due to the chemical bonding
is much more evident. On the other hand, hooked or wavy fibers
exhibit mechanical interlocking which anyway results in extensive
matrix cracking during pull-out. For these fiber shapes, apart from
the friction, which is apparently influenced by the coating, the ma-
trix material near the vicinity of each fiber during their pull-out is
cracked, leading to more ‘‘mixed-mode’’ signals, indicated by lower
RA values and higher AF.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the results of acoustic emission monitoring
of steel fiber reinforced concrete with and without chemical coat-
ing on fibers of different shapes. The results reveal that the damage
mechanisms exhibit distinct changes related to the shape of the fi-
bers and the existence of the coating, resulting in clearly detectable
changes in the acoustic behavior. The AE behavior is studied
mainly by the use of average frequency and RA value which are
correlated with damage mode. Low frequency and high RA demon-
strate clearer friction characteristics for the case of uncoated fibers.
On the other hand, specimens with chemically coated fibers, exhi-
bit inverse trends concerning these AE characteristics, revealing
that friction is not the only process in this case, but it is accompa-
nied by matrix cracking due to the good bonding between fiber and
matrix. The geometry of the fibers is also important since the
straight fibers exhibit the purest shear characteristics implying
that only friction forces are active during the pull-out stage, while
hooked and wavy fibers contribute to matrix cracking during this
stage. In general, for all different mixtures, AE provides the means
to identify between different fracture stages, i.e. pre-peak and
post-peak which is of great significance for monitoring of actual
structures. These results indicate that detailed study of the AE
behavior may provide insight to the macroscopical mechanical
behavior, while other scanning techniques like SEM could further
confirm the difference of the failure surface of different types of
specimens.
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